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All American
Wellness Center
Need chiropractic help? Our support staff will answer your
 questions. Visit us Now or Make an Appointment!
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT!

Meet The Team

Learn More
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6 STEPS TO WELLNESS







There are six keys to creating superior health. The answer to 'how do you live a healthy life in an unhealthy world' is the Six Steps to Wellness. This comprehensive program - the result of thirty five years of intensive research - is your key to better overall health.
 LEARN MORE
 

























 



ABOUT US







When you come to our clinics, we will address all of the negative factors that are affecting your health. We evaluate your body individually to create a health patient care program just for you.
 LEARN MORE
 

























 



OUR SERVICES







At All American Wellness Center, located in Lake Park, Florida, we understand that back pain is debilitating. Many know this, but not many understand how back pain is also related to other maladies, including headaches, stress and more.
 LEARN MORE
 































"Our Core Foundation of Wellness is
Centered Around Applied Kinesiology"
 














WHAT IS APPLIED KINESIOLOGY?






















Lake Park Chiropractor



All American Wellness Center




At All American Chiropractic Wellness Center our mission is to bring wellness and anti-aging to the Florida’s community of West Palm Beach. Our chiropractic approach utilizes The Brimhall Technique, focusing on the top six causes of subluxation dysfunction and disease, allows us to use cutting edge chiropractic techniques such as:

 










 	

 
APPLIED KINESIOLOGY

	

 
PAINLESS ADJUSTING

	

 
NUTRITIONAL REFLEX TESTING















	

 
DETOXIFICATION ASSISTANCE

	

 
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION

	

 
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION
















 










Why Choose All American Wellness?
 









	

 
FREE Consultation with the Dr.

	

 
FREE 15 Minute Evaluation















	

 
FREE Insurance Benefits Check

	

 
100% Satisfaction Guarentee
















If you are not 100% satisfied with your service at the end of your initial visit, you do not need to pay a dime!
 








SCHEDULE INITIAL VISIT
















 

 

 Play Video about All American Wellness Center in Lake Park, FL
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LEARN ABOUT DR. USRY





















Experience All American Wellness
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SCHEDULE YOUR CONSULTATION




























OUR CHIROPRACTORS SERVICES



We Offer Services For Chiropractic Care & Wellness





 





 All American Wellness Accepts Most Insurance Plans, Make Your Appointment Today.  The Premier Chiropractor West Palm Beach, Prosperity Farms, & Palm Beach Gardens
 














VIEW SERVICES





















 


























 



Applied Kinesiology





 
























 



Auto Injury Trauma





 
























 



Back Pain Relief





 





























 



Sports Injuries





 
























 



Headache / Migraine Relief





 
























 



Pediatric Chiropractic





 


































Our Mission Is Simple



Bring Wellness, Anti-Aging, & Pain Relief To Our Customers





 












BOOK APPOINTMENT



















SEE HOW WE CAN HELP
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CHIROPRACTIC & WELLNESS NEWS



Recent Articles and News





 














MORE ARTICLES
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 Author streamline Posted on May 9, 2022March 4, 2024

 Posture Tips for New Moms

 

Most first-time moms know that frequent lifting, carrying, and rocking their babies and toddlers will result i...



READ MORE
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 Author streamline Posted on April 17, 2022March 4, 2024

 Why Do Injuries Respond To Chiropractic Care

 

No one ever plans to get injured, but injuries can happen at the spur of the moment and without warning. It do...



READ MORE
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 Author streamline Posted on March 22, 2022March 4, 2024

 When Should You Get Accupuncture

 

The first question, when to get acupuncture, is easy: anytime (exception: if it is a medical emergency, go to...



READ MORE
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Anna Torlen15:37 21 Mar 24

Dr. Usry and his wonderful healing team have brought me back to life! I have only been under his care for less than a month and I have already experienced miraculous improvements. With his supplements and healing techniques, he is supporting my body to recover from a tick-borne infection (Lyme/Bartonella) that I have been living with for over 10 years. Also, Dr. Usry applied his chiropractic skills and supplements to improve my respiratory and immune systems. Due to chemical sensitivities from having mold toxicity and lyme, I was having an allergic reaction to our newly installed carpet and he was able to give me a supplement so I could move back into my townhome. Miracles! God Bless you, Dr. Usry and your Healing Team!
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Cyn Tag16:47 08 Mar 24

I love these folks over at American Wellness every time I go in there it's always the same, they relieve my problem and I feel better.I pray for these folks, they are real people. For me it's like family I've known Doctor Usry for more than 20 years and I trust him.
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Michael saimplice17:03 05 Feb 24

I’ve been attending All American Wellness for years and I always receive excellent services. The staff is welcoming from Terry, Paul and Heather who is always enthusiastic. Dr. Ursy is extremely knowledgeable.10/10 service always
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Susan Pitten17:47 24 Jan 24

Happy to have found Dr Usry! Really making a difference in my health!
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Rosanne Scaturro13:50 19 Jan 24
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Patricia Sellars19:09 17 Jan 24

I can’t believe that I have never found this office . Great Dr, Staff and Technicians.
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Lia Bigelow17:19 03 Jan 24

Dr. Usry and his team have restored my faith in access to quality care in South Florida. He is very knowledgeable and takes his time to explain to you what he's doing and how the various systems in the body work together. I will definitely be recommending family and friends.
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Jacki Shea18:30 08 Nov 23

After just my first appointment I left feeling better! Dr. Usry is very experienced, knowledgeable and makes you feel very welcome and comfortable. I was impressed and I will be returning!
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cynthia harris15:34 27 Oct 23

I brought my mom here for an adjustment a few months ago and now she’s a regular! Dr. Usry has helped her decreased her pain overall from her compressed nerves. Gives her vitamins and helping her overall walking abilities and quality of life. Love him! I’ll start my visits after I have my baby
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Malherbe Chery16:15 04 Oct 23
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Lygia Alves16:00 22 Sep 23

The office has a retro appearance but the staff is very cordial and has a passion for what they do. Dr. Usry has a surmountable amount of knowledge from the brain to the muscle skeletal to the nerves and the fascia. He went beyond the initial reason for the appointment and made sure to evaluate the surrounding and possible malfunctions. This is great since everything in our body works together to function properly.
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Stefanie Blase00:01 02 Apr 23

Wonderful receptionist, what an exceptional greeter to get you started! The whole staff is quite lovely… the DR himself is so knowledgeable & really pays attention & teaches you everything along the way! A lot of terminology I’m unfamiliar with, but he’s happy to help you understand! I love how he does things, old school, as they should be!He also spends a great deal of time with his patents, he’s in absolutely no rush at all … so plan for a little extra time being there! You’re going to love it! Especially if you’re a wellness junkie…;)
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Vicki lynn17:42 28 Mar 23

the staff is nice and attentive. Whenever I have an issue or am suffering with severe back pain , I can get seen right away. The Dr is knowledgeable and has been treating me for my chronic pain. I recommend checking it out.
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Rachel Fuller15:17 28 Nov 22

Dr. Usry is one of a kind. He has a wealth of knowledge and experience. I've been coming to him since I was 10 years old. He's helped me so much I cannot even tell. His staff are also kind and friendly. Highly recommend.
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Paul Schnieber18:19 18 May 22

Was in an accident and referred to Dr. Ursy practice. The whole process and experience was very easy and made me feel comfortable. My lower back is back to normal and I couldn't be more appreciative of their professionalism and quality of work. Highly recommend them!
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Cynthia Geiger14:50 26 Nov 19

Dr. Usry is caring and giving. He treats his patients like family. The staff is always very welcoming and accommodating. Dr. Usry's method addresses the root of the problem. If he cannot address it or he feels as if you need to seek other solutions, he will tell you. He will also work with other medical practitioners who may be treating you if the opportunity presents itself. I like this about All American Wellness Center. They are most definitely patient focused. I never feel rushed when I go, and the results of the treatment are always satisfactory. If I encounter any challenges during treatment they are addressed immediately. Dr. Usry is accessible and responsible. My family considers it a blessing to have him as our physician.
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Rocio Arias17:16 17 Jul 19

I LOVE the fact that I can find natural remedies here. The staff is amazing and the facility is always clean, relaxing & welcoming. I always feel comfortable and trust the knowledge of the staff. Highly recommended!!!
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Derek Richey03:14 01 Jun 19
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Mark Palusis19:33 09 Aug 17
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Jennifer Salazar18:07 09 Jun 17

The facility is gorgeous and all of the staff including the doctor were very courteous and made me feel welcome!
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Danni17:52 09 Jun 17

I received excellent service from the staff and Dr. Usry. I'll will recommend this doctor to anybody.
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